Books have a long gestation period and multiple parents, even if there is but one author on the front cover. This book was written, revised, and constantly made better by the generosity of a number of family, friends, and colleagues whom I wish to recognize here. The first is Richard J. A. Talbert, my advisor in the History Department at UNC-Chapel Hill. He let me come to the topic of infamy and professional associations on my own and always pushed me to seek out new areas to explore. Richard gave me countless revisions and notes on many of these chapters, and I am thankful for his keen editor eyes. When others complain about their advisor’s absence or lack of engagement, I simply cannot empathize. Years after graduation, Richard still graciously responds to emails (as does Zandra), calms my fears, and offers me homemade marmalade. Without his guidance, this book would not have been possible. My undergraduate advisor at the University of Virginia, Elizabeth Meyer, also provided support and advice while I wrote this book. Ever my alma mater, Elizabeth introduced me to the *CIL* and remains the ideal of an ancient historian that I aspire to one day become. Elizabeth and her husband, Jon Lendon, have helped to support me since I was 19 years old, and it was Jon’s interest in constructions of honor that partially inspired me to begin to explore the notion of dishonor. Many thanks also to Jerzy Linderski, who gave me amazing comments on my work and numerous pieces of apple pie.

I was lucky to have fantastic advisors as an undergraduate and graduate student, but also fortunate to have a stellar dissertation committee at UNC. Brett Whalen provided positivity, encouragement, bibliography, medieval perspectives, and the occasional beer, while James Rives allowed me to begin to...
stretch into the period of Late Antiquity. Fred Naiden diligently checked my Greek accents and provided many helpful comments, while Werner Riess aided my collection of epigraphic evidence. While not formally on my dissertation committee, Greg Hays weighed in on many issues regarding Late Antiquity and continues to be one of my most trusted friends. In addition to these pivotal advisors and committee members, I must underscore the three women in my life that helped to make this book possible: Kristina Killgrove, Alicia Aldrete, and Ellen Bauerle. All three have edited and improved this book in myriad ways. Kristina edited it first and remains the paradigm for the academic, public intellectual. She is my lifelong friend, even 1,000 miles away. Next came Alicia, who has put over a hundred hours into helping me edit. When I moved to Milwaukee from Virginia, Alicia and her husband, Greg Aldrete, took me in and always treated me as an equal. I idolized their work for so many years, and they still inspire me every day. Greg’s accessible, innovative research and superb teaching inspires us all. I am sorry for the long nights, Alicia, but look: We did it! The last editrix is Ellen. Thank you for taking a chance on a first-time author and dealing with my many phone calls and concerns. Both you and David have helped this to become more than just a dissertation.

At my various academic posts, I have also received a great amount of feedback and support. As a postdoctoral fellow at Washington and Lee University, David Peterson and Rebecca Benefiel served as my Mellon mentors and edited numerous chapters. Molly Michelmore and Rachel Schneppe provided moral support and hundreds of brainstorming meals, as did many others at W&L. At Marquette University, I was lucky enough to have my academic sister, Jeanne-Nicole Mellon Saint-Laurent, as well as Lezlie Knox, Alison Efford, Tim McMahon, Steve Avella, and many others in the History Department there. Fred Brenk provided countless comments, as did UW-Milwaukee professors Bettina Arnold, Carlos Galvão-Sobrinho, and Chad Austino. When I came to the University of Iowa, I was also delighted by how generous my colleagues were. My chair, John Finamore, has been of great help, as have Craig Gibson, Paul Dilley, and Jeremy Swist. Colleagues were essential to my writing, but the places I wrote in helped to shape this book too, from the tanneries of Milwaukee (yes, I learned to tan hides) to the remains of the mills of Rome that I explored while a Visiting Scholar at the American Academy in Rome.

Many scholars and friends took time out of their busy schedules to read and react to various chapters of this book. Jake Butera suffered my wrath on many
occasions when offering me criticism, but I admit that he was almost always right. Miko Flohr both inspired me and shaped many of the ideas in the tanning chapter, Steven Ellis gave me archaeological info about the Pompeii tanneries, John Donahue gave me his master’s thesis on bakers to read, and Michael Peachin edited the mint workers chapter. John Bodel read the dissertation fully and offered me comments, as did Michael Kulikowski, Tom McGinn, and my academic brothers and sister: Garrett Fagan, Lee Brice, and Leanne Bablitz. I hounded Mark Humphries, Peter Garnsey, and Scott Johnson over small details and concerns over topography and sent dozens of emails to Andrew Riggsby in particular. Andrew is always very tolerant of my loquacious nature—just as you, the reader, will have to be.

Last but not least are my essential support group of family and friends. In particular, my parents and siblings remain ever steadfast and compassionate. Thank you for never telling me to be a Chemistry major. We all knew that Classics was my fated path. Thank you also to Megan and Alex Chvatal, Philipp Stelzel, Bethany Keenan, Maggie Carrel, Cliff Haley, Jenny Barry, the Gregelmores, and many more who heard me out when I started a sentence with, “Well, in Roman times . . .” This goes double for Tom Keegan. Tom, thank you for always listening and being my teammate. As Hillary Rodham Clinton might say, this book took a village. While many have contributed to its content, all mistakes are my own. Please know that I owe you all a debt of gratitude and at least one pint.